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How does length of stay (LoS) in this study compare to other studies (including 
observational literature)?

LoS at HBP unit is reported as slightly shorter compared to a previous randomised clinical 
trial on the subject, it is however comparable with the overall postoperative hospital stay 
reported in this trial (including both stay at HPB unit and referring hospital). It is around 7 
days for laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy and 8 days for the open procedure. This is 
comparable, if not slightly better, relative to previous observational studies.

What is the ‘halo’ effect and could this have occurred in this study?

The ‘halo effect’ refers to the influence of trial or study participation on the behaviour of 
patients or healthcare professionals; especially if they are aware of being observed. This is 
true for a number of different types of trials, especially in surgery. The use of specific study 
‘protocols or checklists’ for treating and monitoring trial patients may also impact on how 
care is delivered which may be different to ‘real life’.
This phenomenon could indeed have affected the results of this study.

Why are the results not generalizable? How would you assess generalizability?

External validity (or generalisability) of this trial is limited by several factors such as single 
surgeon performing laparoscopic surgery and the involvement of a single centre. In 
general, this is assessed by evaluating ‘PICO’ - participant, intervention, comparator and 
outcomes - of a trial and assessing if these are similar to what the average clinician would 
see in his or her clinical practice.

Why is discharge home different to postop length of stay?

The authors define:
● Postoperative stay at HPB Unit - including only post operative stay at the unit where 

the procedure was performed.
● Discharge to Home which includes overall hospital stay before and after surgery 

both at referring unit and HPB Unit
● Postoperative stay which includes overall hospital stay both at HPB and referring 

hospital.

Postoperative stay at HPB unit, postoperative stay and functional recovery are all shorter 
in the LDP group.



Will these results affect your practice, assume you work in a HPB unit? Pls can you 
explain how? What other outcomes are key prior to more general acceptability?

Given the limitations mentioned above on external validity, the results of this trial may not 
be applicable to daily practice. More data on surgical outcomes such as complication rates 
and adequacy of resection margins is essential to improve general acceptability of the 
results.
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